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Around the Globes

Jurisdiction
widened for
UM police
Kristen Cates
Montana Kaimin

Mike Cohea/Montana Kaimin

A new agreement between the Missoula
City Police and Missoula County Sheriff’s
Office allows UM’s Public Safety officers to
make arrests outside of their jurisdiction if
there is “imminent threat.”
Capt. Jim Lemcke, assistant director of
Public Safety, said the agreement went into
effect in mid-January and allows Public
Safety officers to make arrests in serious
offenses, such as drunken driving outside of
the university area. However, the offense has
to happen in the officers’ presence.
Previously, Lemcke said, if a Public
Safety officer had made an arrest outside the
university area, the charges could be thrown
out in court.
“This gives us power to act without calling the (city) police,” Lemcke said.
Areas under Public Safety’s jurisdiction
include the main campus, university housing,
the University Golf Course, the College of

A lucky young fan in attendance at Tuesday night’s Harlem Globetrotters game is used as a prop for Paul “Showtime” Gaffney (left) as he
protests a call by the referee. The Globetrotters triumphed as usual, defeating the New York Nationals 78-45 at the Adams Center.

See PUBLIC SAFETY, Page 12

Building, athletic fee
raises proposed
Alisha Wyman
Montana Kaimin

For more than 10 years, the
building and athletic fees on student bills have been stagnant, but
if students support boosts in these
two fees, they could see them double in upcoming semesters.
Vice President Bob Duringer
proposed an increase for the athletic fee to $60 over two years, and
an increase to $5 per credit hour
for the building fee for next fall
semester.
“Since I think we tried to keep
tuition down this semester and
next semester, I’m hoping people
will see a little flexibility, a little
accommodation in this area,”
Duringer said. “When you haven’t
had an increase (in these fees) in
years, I mean, how can you argue
with that?”
The extra money from the athletic fee would go to providing
scholarships for athletes. The
building fee will fund construction
of the new Journalism Building
and the Forestry and Division of
Biological Sciences Research
Facility, as well as maintenance of
existing buildings.
“That’s the only thing it’s spent
on, not a penny of it goes anywhere else,” Duringer said.
The increases must go before
the ASUM Senate, which will
either decide to vote on it itself or
ask the students to vote.
Executives of ASUM have said
they are waiting to hear more
information about the proposal,
but they are wary of the prospect
of higher fees.
“I’m always willing to discuss a

proposed fee increase,” President
Aaron Flint said. “I’m also always
skeptical of a fee increase because
students are constantly getting
nickled and dimed.”
Currently, the athletic fee is $30
per semester and the building fee
is $2.50 per credit hour each
semester.
The latest fee increase was the
transportation fee, which students
voted to increase by $2 last spring
in order to retain the U-DASH bus
service.
Students currently pay 14 different fees including an equipment
fee, technology fee, registration
fee and transportation fee, which
total almost $600 for the average
full-time student.
“There’s always going to be
need,” Flint said. “If students just
roll over and say yes to any fee
increase, we’re basically telling
the Legislature that we can afford
a fee increase.”
Flint said he believes higher
education’s chances at the next
legislative session look optimistic.
But Duringer was doubtful of
future support from the
Legislature, given its past tendency to ignore requests for funding,
he said.
“In the real nuts and bolts
world, the Legislature is not going
to give us the money,” he said. “I
mean, we can always hope, but
that’s like winning the lottery.”
President George Dennison
agreed and said, “We’re already
asking the Legislature for a considerable about of money for academics. You can always ask, but
See FEES, Page 12

J-school eyes new building
Fred Miller
Montana Kaimin

After
$12 million
more than building to
67 years in reunite
the same
journalism
building,
students
the
University of Montana’s School of
Journalism is preparing to begin
work on a new home for its students, said Jerry Brown, the dean
of the school.
Administrators have raised more
than $10 million in private donations toward the stated cost of $12
million for a new building, Brown
said. Notable donors include Lee
Newspapers and Penny Peabody,
who studied journalism at UM in
the 1960s and is former chairwoman of the UM Foundation

Board of Trustees. The new threestory building will occupy about
57,000 square feet and is tentatively set to be built on the north
side of Jeannette Rankin Hall. A
ceremonial ground-breaking will
be held April 22, Brown said. The
goal is to have the building completed by 2006.
The current journalism building
on the east side of campus was
built in 1936 under the watch of
Arthur L. Stone, the school’s original dean. The structure’s tenure as
a home to journalism students is
nearing its end. For several years
it hasn’t been able to house all of
the students in the journalism program, which includes print, photojournalism and radio and broadcast departments, Brown said.
Currently, print and photo classes
are the only journalism classes

taught there, while radio and television students work far across
campus. A new building would
allow all the departments to come
together.
“We’ll be under one roof and
that in itself is going to make for a
different dynamic,” Brown said.
Some in the radio and broadcast
journalism department, such as
Bill Knowles, who has been a professor in the school for 17 years,
can’t wait for the transition to the
new building.
“We think it’s terrific,” Knowles
said. “It’s the best thing that’s ever
happened to the radio-television
department.”
Knowles said conditions in his
students’ current accommodations,
divided between the PAR-TV
See J-SCHOOL, Page 12
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Weather
or not
High:
Low:

32
24

Calendar of Events
Today, Jan. 28
Leaping Leadership Luncheon Batman!
UC Rooms 330-331 — noon-1:00 p.m.

Messy

T

hings don’t seem so good for weather today. There’s rain in
the forecast and Kaimin Weather really doesn’t like rain. Well,
at least not in the winter when it should be snow. Another
insect update: In the far back room of the newsroom we had a couch
that was filled with weird, spiky alien bugs. Over break, that couch
was removed. The alien bugs stayed. Now they’re fighting the ants
for control of the food scraps around the office. We ate pizza last
week. It’s becoming an infestation. We hope it warms up soon and
the plague exits the building in search of greener grass.

Kaimin Weather - “There’s something crawling on me”

Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page.

Wrong date
In the Kaimin Calendar of Events on Tuesday, the incorrect date for a women’s basketball game was noted. The
correct date for the matchup with Sacramento State is
Jan. 31.

Gas confusion
A Kaimin editorial incorrectly noted that mustard gas was
used against the Kurds after the Gulf War. The gas was
actually known to be used before the Gulf War.

Wednesday, January 28, 2004

will be as hot as Pogs, slap bracelets and Giga-pets
combined. It’s free, and a reception follows the lecture.

Saturday, Jan. 31

Ask-An-Alum Career Leadership Luncheon. It’s open
Yet More Basketball
to all UM students free of charge. Call 243-5082 to guarAdams
Center — 7:35 p.m.
antee your free lunch, or you might yet again be stuck in
This
time
the Lady Griz are playing against
your miserable world of soggy tuna fish sandwiches,
Sacramento
State.
But why you’re really reading this is
instant ramen and Cheez Puffz.
for more basketball facts. According to James
Naismith, inventor of basketball’s 13
ASUM Senate Meeting
Kaiminuary
rules for the game, “The side making the
UC rooms 332-333 — 6:00
most goals in that time shall be declared
p.m.
the winners.”
When asked what is best in life,
Huzzah!
Conan the Barbarian replied, “To
crush your enemies, see them driven
before you, and hear the lamentations
of the women.” Had Conan known
about ASUM Senate meetings, he
probably would have included attendence to said meetings on the list...or conquered the senate in glorious bloody battle ...whatever.

Thursday, Jan. 29
Basketball
Adams Center — 7:35 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 4
Faculty Recital in 3-D
Music Recital Hall — 7:30 p.m.
Percussionist Robert LedBetter’s recital. For those
who don’t know, Merriam-Webster Online defines percussion as “The act or technique of tapping the surface
of a body part to learn the condition of the parts beneath
by the resultant sound.” That’s what we call a show!
Tickets are $6/general, $4/students.

Lecture: The Series
The Lady Griz take on Northern Arizona in a game
Gallagher Building 122 — 7:00 p.m.
that was invented in 1891 by Dr. James Naismith in
Wilderness Lecture Series: “Manifest Destiny in the
Springfield, Mass. At first, the game was played with a
soccer ball and peach baskets. Knowing is half the battle! American Landscape,” with UM art proffesor Rafael
Chacon. If you liked “Manifest Destiny in the
American Landscape the Movie,” and “Manifest
Bauhaus Lecture
Destiny in the American Landscape 2: The Revenge of
PARTV, Masquer Theatre —
Manifest Destiny in the American Landscape,” then
5:30 p.m.
you’ll love “Manifest Destiny in the American
“Extending the Vision: The Bauhaus Comes West.”
Landscape” the series. It’s free, too.
A part of the Montana Museum of Art and Culture
Public Lecture Series. It’s safe to say that everything is
coming up Bauhaus this week. We’re betting Bauhaus

Career Services

Career Services

Career

Services

Summer Camps
Hiring NOW!
Counselors
Kitchen Help
Activity Coordinators
Administrative Aides
Log on to Griz eRecruiting
www.umt.edu/career/ermain.htm
Explore the possibilities…

www.umt.edu/career

• ASUM Student Group Budgeting •
Schedule of Events:
Monday, January 26, 2004
ASUM Budgeting Packets Available
Monday, February 2, 2004*
Student Forum
UC 330
7:00 pm

*Attending one of these
forums is requested!

Thursday, February 5, 2004*
ASUM Budgeting Packets Available
Thursday, February 12, 2004
ASUM Budgeting Forms Due-NO LATE FORMS ACCEPTED!
ASUM Office
4:00 pm
Tuesday, February 17, 2004
Lobbying sign - up sheet available
ASUM Office
Wednesday, February 18, 2004
Executive Recommendations Available
ASUM Office
Monday - Thursday, February 23-26, 2004
Formal Lobbying
5:00-9:00pm
UC 330-331

Informal Lobbying
9:00-10:00pm
UC 330-331

Saturday, March 6, 2004
Final Budgeting
8:00am - ?
UC 2nd Floor Study Lounge
Questions? Call Averiel Wolff, ASUM Business Manager at 243-2704
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File sharing lawsuits Dems push to track cattle
have yet to hit UM
Ira Dreyfuss

Associated Press Writer

Myers Reece
Montana Kaimin

The Recording Industry
Association of America has not targeted University of Montana students in its sweeping attempt to cut
down on music file sharing on campuses nationwide.
David Aronofsky, legal counsel at
UM, said the University hasn’t been
faced with any subpoenas or lawsuits
for file sharing, which infringes on
copyright laws.
“It just seems like Montana has
not had a problem with file sharing,”
he said. “I haven’t heard of any public universities in the state that have
had any problems.”
Last fall the RIAA began filing
lawsuits against hundreds of college
students and subpoenaing the names
of student file swappers breaking

Don’t Download
For Free When
You Can Get Paid
up to

$360

a month

Sperm Donors
Needed!
•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35
& in good health
Call the donor info line

549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged

copyright laws.
Matt Fisher, director of technology
for the Division of Student Affairs,
said this is the first year since he
started his job seven years ago that
the school hasn’t received one complaint for illegal file sharing from the
RIAA.
In the past, Fisher had received
more than 20 complaints in a single
year from the organization.
A significant reason for the
decrease in complaints is the
University’s use of Internet protocol,
or IP, addresses, Fisher said. With
these addresses, students who swap
files can only share with other people
on campus. Without any sharing with
outside sources, the RIAA doesn’t
pick up on swapping activity at UM.
He said the most important thing
about IP addresses is that they help
prevent outside viruses from entering
campus networks.
“Our priorities have definitely
been the viruses more than the
music,” he said.
Fisher said that network overloading is another issue associated with
file sharing. When students are sharing too many files on campus, the
network pipes can get congested.
Tom Travis, director of Central
Systems Support Services, said the
University combatted this problem
by installing PacketShaper in May of
2001. PacketShaper helps control
bandwidth, which narrows the flow
of data to dormroom computers and
prevents network congestion.
Ryan Holman, a freshman living
in Aber Hall, said PacketShaper is
the reason he doesn’t do much file
sharing in the dorms.
“(PacketShaper) makes downloading songs so slow,” Holman said.
“My friend who lives at his house
does a lot more file sharing at his
house just because it’s so much
faster.”
The lawsuits don’t even cross his
mind.
“I don’t really care about that,” he
said about the potential legal complications. “I haven’t heard anyone who
even worries about that at all.”
Noah Silverman, another freshman
living in the dorms, agrees with
Holman.
“I just don’t download a lot of
music because it’s not worth it to
wait so long,” Silverman said.
“Nobody thinks about the lawsuits.”

WASHINGTON (AP) Democrats unhappy with the time
it took to trace America’s one
known case of mad cow disease
pressed Agriculture Secretary Ann
Veneman on Tuesday to hurry and
produce a plan to identify individually each of America’s 96 million cattle.
“After five weeks of intensive
investigation, we have located
only 28 of the 81 cows that
entered the United States from
Canada with the infected cow,”
said Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa.
“If we had an animal ID system,
USDA could have located those
cattle in a matter of hours, or, at
the longest, days.”
The discovery of the disease
last month in a Holstein cow
slaughtered in Washington state
created a worldwide food scare
that sent cattle prices plummeting
and prompted more than 40
nations to ban imports of U.S.
beef.
Experts say eating beef containing the misshapen protein that
carries the disease, bovine spongiform encephalopathy, can lead to
a similar, rare but fatal condition
in humans, variant CreutzfeldtJakob disease.
Veneman said the Agriculture
Department is trying to develop
“a verifiable system of national
animal identification.” An international committee of experts
reviewing the government’s han-

dling of the case is looking at animal identification among other
issues and is to start preparing a
report in a couple of weeks, she
said.
Critics say mandatory identification would have eased the
search for animals that might
have eaten the same feed as the
infected Holstein. Federal officials say feed containing the misshapen protein is the most likely
cause of infection.
The Washington state Holstein
and 80 other cows came from a
herd in Alberta, Canada, that was
shipped to the United States in
2001. The Agriculture Department
says it has identified 14 of the 25
cattle most likely to have eaten
the same feed.
Sen. Michael Crapo, R-Idaho,
said the government should
approach establishing a nationwide ID system for animals with
“a great deal of caution” and
should ensure that the eventual
program “not be overly cumbersome and intrusive to U.S. cattle
operations.”
Current tracing methods based
on ear tags are inadequate, said
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.,
because America’s one known
mad cow had only an ear tag for
identification. “The BSE discovery has demonstrated the need for
a national animal identification
system,” he said.
Veneman acknowledged that
tracing the infected Holstein by
an ear tag caused delays in her

department’s investigation. The
animal’s tag was destroyed in the
testing process, which left officials with only a number from the
tag, she said.
When officials visited the
Mabton, Wash., farm where the
Holstein was reared, they found
similar numbers on ear tags of
other cattle. Information from
those tags led investigators to the
Holstein’s birth farm in Canada,
she said.
Sen. Max Baucus, D-Mont.,
suggested that cattle producers
return to the tried-and-true
Western method of cattle identification. “We brand all our cattle,”
he said.
Veneman also told the committee the United States is exploring
with other countries how to avoid
shutting down trade entirely when
only one cow has BSE. The
United States banned imports
from Canada in May, after
Canada announced its own case
of mad cow disease, but
announced in August that it would
allow cuts with a very low risk of
containing the mad cow protein.
Meanwhile, Democrats introduced legislation Tuesday to put
into law new regulations and procedures announced last month by
Veneman, including a national
animal ID system.
Sen. Patty Murray, D-Wash.,
said a law would increase consumer confidence and help reopen
the trade in beef around the
world.

Welcome Back, Students!
Appointments now being scheduled for personal counseling
Crisis counseling available
Counseling and Psychological Services
at the Curry Health Center
Call 243-4711 for more information

Counseling and
Psychological Services

721-2438 or 1-800-22 7-2438 • 3219 N. Reser ve
w w w. m o n t a n a c h e v y. c o m

OWN A NEW CHEVROLET
CAVALIER COUPE

Estimated 37mpg (highway)
A/C • 5 speed
AM/FM CD Player
and more!

3 TO CHOOSE FROM • IMMEDIATE DELIVERY AVAILABLE
*Stock # 4C733 • 4C794 • 4C803 • Sale Price $9675 • 72 mo. @ 5.75% • $500 Down O.A.C.
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ASUM to face election changes, funding woes
Curtis Wackerle
Montana Kaimin

Online
Senate hopes to
elections,
resolve
campaignMontPIRG fundfinance
ing issue, fill
reform and
vacant seats
how
MontPIRG is funded will keep
ASUM senators busy this semester.
And these issues are only the
beginning. ASUM’s annual budget
is around $600,000, which will be
divided among more than 200 campus agencies and student groups
such as ASUM legal services and
the women’s hockey club.
Online elections
University of Montana students
might be able to vote online to
elect the next group of ASUM senators.
“If we can get a few things
tweaked, it should be ready for the
spring,” ASUM Vice President
Gale Price said. The University is
currently building an online voting
system that would be accessed
through CyberBear.
Price said she hopes the conven-

ience of online voting will increase
voter turnout.
“Some schools (with online voting) have doubled their turnout,”
Price said.
Campaign finance reform
Controversy erupted last spring
when Price and ASUM President
Aaron Flint accepted $75 in campaign contributions from a person
associated with Forward Montana,
a conservative political action committee.
After the donation became public
knowledge, the senate approved
measures to ban future campaign
contributions from PACs or corporations. The new rules also mandated that candidates cannot spend
more than $175 on their campaigns.
Matt Singer, the resolution’s coauthor, said it was intended to keep
elections fair.
“We want to make sure you can’t
buy your way into an election,”
Singer said. “As an elected official,
you should be beholden only to
UM students.”
Flint is planning on challenging
aspects of the campaign finance.

“I want to fine tune the bylaws,”
Flint said.
Flint argued that putting a $175
cap on campaign spending may be
a violation of free-speech rights
guaranteed by the First
Amendment.
Flint also said campaign contributions from parents should be
banned if corporate and PAC funds
are banned.
MontPIRG Funding
Currently, MontPIRG has the
unique ability to collect voluntary
student fees. Students can choose
to pay $3 per semester to fund the
organization.
The way MontPIRG and other
groups go about raising funds will
be up for debate this semester.
“I want to see the process
opened up to other groups,” Flint
said.
Flint said he is concerned that
freshmen sign up to pay the
MontPIRG fee at orientation not
knowing that they will be giving
the group $3 per semester until
they notify the group they no
longer want to pay.
“I think Aaron (Flint) is seriously

Local forests’ fire plans revised
MISSOULA (AP) - Proposed
changes in management plans for
three national forests in western
Montana call for more use of controlled burns and allowing more
fires to burn in wilderness areas.
The “proposed action” for the
Lolo, Bitterroot and Flathead
national forests is intended to
ensure protection of social and economic concerns of residents living
close to the forests.
“The close proximity of people’s
homes, structures and daily use to
national forest lands needs to be
reflected in resource management
direction,” according to the document released Monday. “We propose in the interface zone to emphasize social and economic needs over
ecological components, where

appropriate, due to human population density, development and use.”
Release of the document marked
the beginning of a two-year process
to update and revise the three
forests’ long-range management
plans for nearly 6 million acres of
public land in western Montana.
Since the management plans were
adopted in the 1980s, private development has pushed closer to the
public lands.
The revision will take a “need for
change” approach, preserving what
works in the existing forest plans
and changing what no longer works,
said Chuck Sperry, revision team
spokesman.
Backcountry areas, though,
would see more fire as the Forest
Service attempts to restore ecosys-

tems out of sync after nearly a century of aggressive wildland firefighting.
“We propose to expand the use of
management-ignited fire to include
wilderness and recommended
wilderness areas, and increase the
area where natural ignitions are
managed for resource benefits,” forest officials wrote.
So far, foresters have identified
six management areas most in need
of revision: access, ecosystem management, forest products, recreation,
wilderness and roadless areas, and
forest and private land interface
areas.
The proposed action takes each
of those six areas and suggests new
management direction or reaffirms
the existing direction.

underestimating the intellect of our
freshmen,” said Singer, ASUM student political action director, who
is a MontPIRG member. Singer
said the freshmen he spoke with at
summer orientation actively discussed issues with MontPIRG representatives and many declined to
pay the fee until they learned more.
Sen. Vinnie Pavlish said
MontPIRG drafted proposals in
December that would have given
more power to ASUM to determine
how voluntary student fees should
be administered, but those proposals were shot down by the Montana
Associated Students, a group made
up of student-body presidents and
vice presidents that oversees student governments at Montana universities.
After MAS’ rejection of the
MontPIRG proposals, and a general
lack of representation of student
interest, Pavlish said he has proposed a resolution to withdraw UM
from MAS.
“It is a philosophical debate we
need to have,” Pavlish said.
Budgeting
All student groups funded by

ASUM will be required to submit
budget proposals in March. ASUM
will hold meetings Monday and
Thursday next week about the proposal process.
“All student groups are asked to
attend at least one of the meetings,”
said ASUM Business Manager
Averiel Wolff.
Wolff said groups that are likely
to receive the most funding are
ones that have been increasing their
involvement around campus.
“It is critical to submit forms and
understand the process,” Wolff
said.
Sen. Rob Welsh said he would
like to see ASUM money funding
more travel for academic purposes.
Welsh said last year ASUM
received $38,000 in travel fund
requests, but was only able to grant
$6,000.
Three open seats
Last semester one senator graduated, one resigned, and one was
removed for inadequate attendance
at senate and committee meetings.
ASUM is looking for students to
fill the open seats. Applications are
due Friday.

BIG MOUNTAIN
RESORT
PRESENTS:

A SPECIAL PINT NIGHT AT
THE RHINO
JANUARY 29TH, 8 PM
at THE RHINO
Prizes include Lift Tickets, Lodging
Posters, Baseball Hats, T-Shirts, 2 for 1
Big Nights Coupons and Pint Specials!

158 RYMAN
MISSOULA, MT 59802

For details, call The Rhino at 721-6061

Save $75 and invest in our options!

CINDI, MEMBER

4

YEARS

Spirit & Strength
channel yours

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS !

The Women’s Club is a health and
fitness center dedicated to a life
of strength, balance and energy.
For women only.

$75...

Reduce weight an
dynamic environ d stress and gain energy in the
ment of a women
’s health club.
Enjoy — Group
exercise including
:
NEW group cycli
ng • Senior class
es
Pilates • Yoga (1
2 classes per we
ek)
NIA • Kickboxin
g • Tai Chi Chih
• NEW cardio eq
uipment
• Pool, sauna, ste
am room, hot tu
b
• Complete weigh
t room facilities
• Experienced, pr
ofessional staff
Also enjoy manic
ures, pedicures,
mas
physical therapy,
dance classes an sage,
d more!
IF YOU ARE NO
T COMP
LETELY SATISF
100% MONEY
IED, WE OFFER
BACK GUARAN
A
TEE. CALL FO
R DETAILS.

2105 BOW • MISSOULA • 406/728-4410

Staff Pharmacists Wanted
(Call us even if you are graduating in May 2004)
We currently seek the following positions:

Photo by Annie Rubens

Join now & sav
e

“There is a wider range
of ages of women at The
Women’s Club than most
other clubs. There are also
a much larger range of
activities and types of
workout options. I truly
miss my workout when I
have other commitments.”

Since 1957 Owens Health has been committed to
being a premier provider of innovative healthcare
solutions in the areas of home infusion, institutional
pharmacy, home medical equipment and community
pharmacy. We are located in beautiful Redding
California near Whiskey Town and Shasta Lakes.

We offer competitive benefits (medical/
dental/vision), three weeks vacation plus six
Staff Pharmacist–Community
days of sick leave, a matching 401(k) plan,
Pharmacy (Retail)
paid bereavement and jury duty days, seven
Hours are from 9 AM to 6 PM
paid holidays, life insurance and more. We
will also assist you in paying for the
Staff Pharmacist–Institutional
California Pharmacy Board Preparation.
Pharmacy (Closed door pharmacy)
If you are interested, please fax or email
Hours are from 9 AM to 6 AM with an
your resume to: (530) 246-2843 or
additional 4 hours every 7th Saturday.
hr@owenshealthcare.com. For additional
Paid “On-Call”.
company information our phone number is
We are closed on all major holidays.
(866) OHC-HIRE or visit our web site at
Staff Pharmacy positions pay $49.00/hr.
www.owenshealthcare.com.
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Kerry retains momentum with New Hampshire win
Ron Fourner
Associated Press Writer

MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) John Kerry overpowered Howard
Dean to easily win New
Hampshire’s primary Tuesday, a
second-straight campaign victory
for the
Other
newly
candidates hope
minted
Democratic for better results
presidential as Democratic
primaries
front-runcontinue
ner.
“I ask
Democrats everywhere to join us
so we can defeat George W. Bush
and the economy of privilege,”
Kerry told supporters, cheered by
his political revival. He promised
to “reduce the poverty of millions
rather than reducing the taxes of
millionaires.”
Sen. John Edwards of North
Carolina and retired Army Gen.
Wesley Clark battled for third,
but far behind both Kerry at 39
percent and Dean at 26 percent.
Sen. Joe Lieberman of
Connecticut, sagging to fifth
place, rejected advice from some
advisers to abandon his bid.
After trooping through coffee
shops, country stores and living
rooms of Iowa and New
Hampshire, the candidates now

move to the cold realities of a
national campaign — airport rallies and multimillion-dollar ad
buys in seven states holding contests next Tuesday.
Kerry, who reshaped the race
with his stunning win in Iowa’s
caucuses Jan. 19, pledged to carry
his momentum to every state. He
assumes the weighty mantle of
front-runner, a title that drew
scrutiny to Dean’s record and
every lapse.
“He hasn’t been in that position,” Dean said of Kerry in an
Associated Press interview.
“We’ll find out what happens.”
The four-term senator said he
can handle it.
“I’ve been in public life for a
long time, and I have been in
tough races before and have been
scrutinized,” Kerry told the AP.
“I’m ready to lead our party to
victory.”
With 97 percent of precincts
reporting, Kerry had 39 percent,
Dean had 26 percent, Clark 12
percent, Edwards 12 percent and
Lieberman 9 percent. It was a
three-tier finish, with Dean as far
behind Kerry as he was ahead of
Clark and Edwards.
An AP analysis of the delegate
count showed Kerry winning 13
delegates and Dean capturing
nine, while Edwards and Clark

appeared to finish below the 15
percent vote threshold needed to
win any delegates.
It has been a topsy-turvy
Democratic race, with Dean leading New Hampshire polls by 25
percentage points when the year
began, Kerry seizing a similar
lead after Iowa and Dean gaining
a bit of ground after an 11th-hour
political overhaul.
“We were written off for
months, and plugged on and
showed people the determination
we have to defeat President
Bush,” Kerry told the AP.
Dean, the former five-term
governor of Vermont who finished third in Iowa, lost New
Hampshire by double digits _ less
than he needed for a complete
rebound or to erase doubts about
his viability. He did manage
about twice as many votes as
either Edwards or Clark.
Dean kept his emotions in
check Tuesday night, telling supporters, “The people of New
Hampshire have allowed all of
you to hope again.”
Edwards, who finished a surprising second in Iowa, failed to
find the same magic in New
Hampshire, though he did gain
some support during the week.
He’s staking his candidacy on his
native South Carolina, a center-

piece of next week’s contests.
“Beyond South Carolina, I
don’t want to make any predictions,” he said.
Clark, hoping to be the rare
candidate who thrives after a distant finish, said, “We came into
New Hampshire as one of the
Elite Eight. We leave tonight as
one of the Final Four,” he said.
Ignoring his fifth-place showing, Lieberman declared, “We’re
in a three-way split decision” and
pointed his ragged campaign
toward South Carolina, Delaware
and Oklahoma.
Kerry’s victory ensures him
money and momentum headed
into next Tuesday’s contests.
Dean insisted he will “play to
win in every single state,” overruling aides who urged a more
cautious approach. The former
Vermont governor plans to compete in South Carolina, Missouri,
New Mexico and Arizona, which
holds contests next Tuesday;
Michigan and Washington state
four days later; and Wisconsin,
with its contest Feb. 17.
Several Dean advisers had
urged him to pick fewer targets,
cherrypicking states to conserve
resources, but he vetoed the strategy, insisting that his campaign
was muscular enough to compete
nationally.
In the AP interview, Dean
acknowledged that advisers urged
him to skip South Carolina.
“There was some discussion
about it,” he said. “I never gave it

any thought.”
Dean had raised more than
$200,000 in the 24 hours before
the primary, but he has been
spending money just as fast as
raising it — and he will keep up
the pricey pace with his new
strategy.
His eye warily cast toward the
fall, Bush planned a trip to New
Hampshire to counter criticism
heaped his way during the
Democratic race. He used a similar tactic after Iowa’s caucuses,
scheduling his State of the Union
address one day after that contest.
About 200,000 voters participated in the Democratic primary,
easily eclipsing the record
170,000 turnout in 1992 when
Paul Tsongas defeated then
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton.
Voters in the primary were
evenly split between Democrats
and Independents. A third of the
Independents backed Kerry, a
fourth backed Dean and the rest
were split among Edwards, Clark
and Lieberman.
Surveys of New Hampshire
voters showed Kerry’s support
was broad-based with equally
strong support among women and
men of all age groups. His support was slightly higher among
those whose financial situations
have gotten worse in the last four
years.
The exit poll was conducted for
the AP by Edison Media Research
and Mitofsky International.

Car Accident Victims:

Looking for a study to participate in?
Are you the between ages of 16 and older?
Have you or your child had at least a 6 month history of asthma?
If so, there may be an opportunity for you or your child!
Interested participants may receive the following at no costs:
Study related tests
Study medication
Compensation
For more information contact Montana Medical Research at (406) 549-1124
Potential participants may receive an incentive for their interest (up to $15 value).
An office visit is required to be eligible.

A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893
The call is free and so is the report.
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‘Return of the King’ garners 11 Oscar nods
David Germain
Associated Press

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
- Middle-earth crowned its
monarch. Now, Academy Awards
voters seem ready to crown “The
Lord of the
Academy
Rings: The
gives ‘Cold
Return of the
King” as the
Mountain’
first fantasy to
the cold
win best picshoulder
ture.
The final chapter of Peter
Jackson’s trilogy, based on J.R.R.
Tolkien’s classic set in an imaginary world of hobbits, wizards
and elves, took a leading 11
Oscar nominations Tuesday,
among them best picture and
director.
Key acting nominees included
Golden Globe winners Bill
Murray as a washed-up actor in
“Lost in Translation,” Diane
Keaton as a down-on-love playwright in “Something’s Gotta
Give,” Charlize Theron as serial
killer Aileen Wuornos in
“Monster” and Sean Penn as a
vengeful father in “Mystic River.”
The Napoleonic era naval
adventure “Master and
Commander: The Far Side of the
World” received 10 nominations,
including best picture and director for Peter Weir.
The other best-picture nominees were the quirky Tokyo tale
“Lost in Translation,” the somber
vengeance story “Mystic River”

and the uplifting horse-racing
drama “Seabiscuit.”
The biggest surprise was 13year-old Keisha Castle-Hughes.
For her performance as a Maori
girl bucking tribal tradition in
“Whale Rider,” she became the
youngest person ever to be nominated for lead actress.
Joining the teen, Keaton and
Theron in the best-actress category were Samantha Morton as an
Irish mom in New York in “In
America,” and Naomi Watts as a
grieving mother in “21 Grams.”
It was the fourth nomination
for Keaton, a best-actress winner
for 1977’s “Annie Hall.” Keaton
plays an older woman who has
closed the door on love, then
finds herself pursued by two men
in “Something’s Gotta Give,”
which has topped $100 million at
the box office.
“It’s fantastic for actresses of
my generation,” Keaton said. “It
means we can still be in romantic
comedies, and if they’re wellwritten and directed and acted, it
works and it makes money.”
Along with Penn and Murray,
best-actor nominees were Johnny
Depp as a wily buccaneer in
“Pirates of the Caribbean: The
Curse of the Black Pearl,” Ben
Kingsley as an Iranian immigrant
in “House of Sand and Fog,” and
Jude Law as a Confederate
deserter in “Cold Mountain.”
Murray is the latest in a string
of actors such as Tom Hanks and

Robin Williams who earned hardwon respect after a career that
began in broad comedy. Academy
voters had snubbed Murray in
1998 for his acclaimed performances in “Rushmore.”
Another surprise pick was
director Fernando Meirelles for
the Brazilian film “City of God.”
“Lost in Translation” earned
nominations for directing and
original screenplay for Sofia
Coppola. She was only the third
woman ever nominated for director, after Lina Wertmuller for
1976’s “Seven Beauties” and Jane
Campion for 1993’s “The Piano.”
“It’s pretty unbelievable. I’m
happy to be in good company,”
said Coppola, the daughter of
Francis Ford Coppola and the
first American woman nominated
for director.
A win for Coppola would make
her kin the second family of
three-generation winners, joining
Walter, John and Anjelica Huston.
Coppola’s father is a five-time
winner and her grandfather,
Carmine Coppola, won for musical score on “The Godfather Part
II.”
The most notable snubs were
for the Civil War saga “Cold
Mountain,” which failed to get
nominations for best picture,
director Anthony Minghella or
lead actress Nicole Kidman, last
year’s best-actress winner for
“The Hours.” The film had scored
well in earlier movie honors.

“Cold Mountain” did manage
to pick up seven nominations,
though, among them best actor
for Law and best supporting
actress for Renee Zellweger as a
salt-of-the-earth Southerner. It
was Zellweger’s third straight
nomination.
Besides Zellweger, supporting
actress nominees were Shohreh
Aghdashloo in “House of Sand
and Fog,” Patricia Clarkson in
“Pieces of April,” Marcia Gay
Harden in “Mystic River” and
Holly Hunter in “thirteen.”
Contenders for supporting actor
were Alec Baldwin in “The
Cooler,” Benicio Del Toro in “21
Grams,” Djimon Hounsou in “In
America,” Tim Robbins in
“Mystic River” and Ken
Watanabe in “The Last Samurai.”
Besides best picture and director, nominations for “Return of
the King” included original score
and song, visual effects, film editing and adapted screenplay. The
film was shut out in acting categories, though.
With their strange creatures and
mythical settings, fantasy flicks
have had a hard time gaining
favor with Oscar voters. No such
fantastical film has ever won the
top Oscar, yet universal acclaim
and success at previous awards

have positioned “Return of the
King” to break that barrier.
“Obviously, we’ve got reason
to hope that happens,” said
Jackson, also considered the
favorite for the directing Oscar. “I
think what’s helping us with ‘The
Lord of the Rings’ is that people
respond to the performances, to
the reality of the situations on
screen and the depth of it. It feels
real to them.
“So it’s not really the fantasy
that’s dominant in the film. It’s
the human emotion. The design of
a lot of fantasy films can alienate
audiences. We’re trying to do the
opposite and make people feel
comfortable in that world as
something they can recognize.”
The exclusion of “Cold
Mountain” from the top category
ended distributor Miramax’s 11year streak of fielding at least one
best-picture contender, including
last year’s winner “Chicago.”
Miramax co-founder Harvey
Weinstein, considered
Hollywood’s scrappiest Oscar
campaigner, said “Cold
Mountain” was hurt by a shorter
awards season this year. The
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences moved the Oscars to
Feb. 29, three weeks earlier than
usual.
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Up to 75% OFF!
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NOW!
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Givin’ it out since 1898

NEED ONE OR MORE
CREDIT THIS SEMESTER?
How about an HHP Activity Class? These one-credit classes are graded
P or NP. Your grade is based on class participation and attendance
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BIG SALE

World Headquarters

All compact discs, new & used

$2 off
All Jewelry

25% off
All Cards, Journals
& Paper Products

25% off

Sweat-free classes include:
Billiards and Table Tennis classes in the UC Game Room.
Many class times available!

Frida Picasso’s
All Posters & Prints

25% off
All Framed Artwork

Work up a sweat with:
Racquetball, Volleyball, Soccer,Beginning Fitness and more!

25% off
All Custom Framing

15% off

Rudy’s II Record Heaven
Check out all of the HHP Activity Classes (HHP101-179) on Cyberbear!
For questions call Adrienne Corti at
Health & Human Performance 243-4255.

All Vinyl - New & Used

25% off
All Turntables, Cartridges
& Stereo Equipment

25% off
Sale ends Sunday, February 1st

Rockin Rudy’s

World Headquarters
CD’s - GiftsJewelry - Clothing
237 Blaine • 542-0077

Record Heaven
Vinyl - Turntables
1710 Brooks • 542-1104

Frida Picasso’s
Posters - Gifts - Frame Shop
509 South Higgins • 541-7839
Across from the Missoulian
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Paul “Showtime” Gaffney plays keep-away from the referee during Tuesday night’s Harlem Globetrotters versus New York Nationals game at the Adams Center. As
usual the Globetrotters won, 78-45.

Business as usual — Globetrotters bring da fun
as a member of the Mobile Revelers, a team
that won the National Basketball
Montana Kaimin
Development League championship. It
Harlem Globetrotter Eugene Edgerson
should be no surprise that as a Globetrotter,
knows a thing or two about winning.
the 25-year-old Edgerson currently finds
As part of the 1997 Arizona Wildcats, he
himself a part of one of the most successful
won a NCAA collegiate basketball champifranchises in basketball history.
onship and last season tasted victory again
Edgerson, who has been dubbed “Killer”
by his teammates for his aggressive defensive play, joined the
Globetrotters this year, and
although he sat out Tuesday
night’s game at the Adams
Center with a groin injury, he is
enjoying every minute of his
experience.
“Playing for the Harlem
Globetrotters gives me the
opportunity to not only make
kids smile but to play quality
basketball,” Edgerson said.
Edgerson said that above all,
he plays for the children. In fact,
he said that if he were not playing basketball he would more
than likely be teaching kindergarten somewhere.
“Playing Globetrotters basketball gives me the opportunity to
teach Globetrotter University,”
Edgerson explained. “That’s
where we give people a little bit
of history and interact with kids.
“If it wasn’t for the Harlem
Globetrotters beating the
Minneapolis Lakers, the NBA
wouldn’t be integrated, it wouldn’t have black players in it,” he
said. “To me, it’s an honor to be
part of a team that helped basketball expand not only here in
the states, but worldwide.”
Although the Globetrotters
were without the aggressive play
of Edgerson, they still managed
to put on an excellent show for
Mike Cohea/Montana Kaimin their Missoula fans.
Chris Richardson, a two-year veteran of the Globetrotters,
The evening kicked off with
soars for a two-handed dunk against the New York
photo opportunities, allowing
Nationals on Tuesday night at the Adams Center. The
fans to have their pictures taken
somewhat predictable game went right on track with the
with popular Globetrotters playGlobetrotters winning 78-45.
ers like Curly Johnson, “Shark”

Danny Davis

Tserenjanhor and Michael Wilson.
After the photo session, Edgerson, Chris
Richardson and the Globetrotter’s headmaster, Paul Gaffney, led the crowd in a game
of trivia. During this trivia session, fans
learned facts such as the actual birthplace of
the Harlem Globetrotters (Chicago, Ill.) and
the number of countries the Globetrotters
have visited in their 78-year existence
(117).
After the trivia was over, Edgerson,
Richardson, and Gaffney entertained the
crowd by teaching six children the
Globetrotters’ famous circle-dribbling drill.
The drill consisted of the three
Globetrotters players and their six young
fans standing in a circle, each of them having the opportunity to showcase their dribbling and passing skills. Much to the
crowd’s delight, the Globetrotters would
later go on to perform the full-length version of the circle-dribbling drill to the tune
of their theme song, “Sweet Georgia
Brown.” The Globetrotters were out to
entertain from the beginning and even
warmed up while dancing to the beat of
Will Smith’s “Men in Black.”
With what should not have come as a surprise to anyone, the Globetrotters scored the
first points of the game against the New
York Nationals off a monster slam dunk
from Richardson. The Globetrotters would
then roll to a 78-45 victory behind a plethora of dunks from Wilson, Richardson and
Jeremee McGuire and a handful of 3-pointers from former NBA all-star Cedric
Ceballos.
Nobody seemed to notice, however, that
the Globetrotters thumped the Nationals by
33 points. Fans didn’t come for competitive
basketball, they came for the entertainment,
and Gaffney was the star.
Gaffney, who is in his 11th year as a
Globetrotter, played with a microphone
attached to his jersey and did not disappoint. He did everything from constantly
taunting the referees to nearly heaving a
startled youngster at a Nationals player.
Gaffney’s greatest moment may have come
when he compared the scorekeeper’s math
skills to the overall competence (or lack
thereof) of a Montana State University stu-

dent.
The Globetrotters’ efforts to entertain
their fans did not go unnoticed.
University of Montana sophomore
Lindsay Bryant brought her son to the show
and said that she especially enjoyed the
comical aspect of the game and its action.
Missoula resident Brad Bartman brought
his family to the event.
“I watched them when I was a kid, so I
thought it would be great to bring my son,”
Bartman said. “(The Globetrotters) have a
great history and that’s why I brought (my
son).”
Even when the Globetrotters weren’t on
the court, the excitement failed to cease as
they entertained the crowd with “The Flying
Mapapas” a group of gymnasts from Africa
and the Globetrotters’ mascot Globie who,
while surely no Monte, got the job done.
The Globetrotters also had a slew of games
ranging from a mini-bicycle race to musical
chairs to keep the crowd amused.
Frenchtown High School junior Emily
Sherry, who would go on to claim the
Musical Chair Crown, hoped to see some
cool basketball moves that she had never
seen before.
The Globetrotters didn’t let Sherry down.
Whether it was Johnson driving to the hoop
through the legs of Tserenjanhor for a quick
two-pointer, the Globetrotters weaving
through a crown of Nationals, or Wilson
dunking the ball and pulling himself up so
high that his feet paralleled the backboard,
the Globetrotters kept the crowd astonished
and amazed throughout the entire performance.
The joy that the Globetrotters brought
their fans is what in a sense defines their
jobs.
“The fans are what keeps us going,”
Edgerson said. “They give us the opportunity to entertain them.”
The Globetrotters played basketball and
performed their tricks to the tunes of stars
like R.Kelly, DMX and Beyonce, and even
gave Missoula a possible preview of the
upcoming Ludacris and Chingy concert.
They performed a dance number to a medley consisting of Ludacris’ hit single “Stand
Up” and Chingy’s “Right Thurr.”
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Griz forward meets challenges on court, in classroom
Will Cleveland
Montana Kaimin

Steve Horne sits
Horne determined
in his upper-level
to play ball, stay
sociology class,
in school
attentively digesting every word that his professor says.
Horne looks like any other student, except
for his 6-foot-6-inch frame, a frame that was
built to play basketball.
For some students, class wouldn’t be such
a big deal, but for Horne it is.
He has stayed academically eligible for the
last eight semesters, and he is finally fulfilling some of that potential that others recognized in him early in life.
Horne, a senior forward for the University
of Montana basketball team, an All Big Sky
Conference selection, and a quietly fierce
individual, has made the decision to turn in a
positive direction. After earlier academic difficulties that caused him to sit out a year,
Horne has focused on school work and the
basketball court.
“A lot of my friends went on paths that I
didn’t choose,” Horne said. “I could have
easily done a lot of that stuff, but I was mentally strong. I never took the easy way out by
selling drugs or anything like that to make
fast money. I just did the right thing and
made the right choice.”
Horne was blessed with athleticism and
astounding basketball skills — skills that
landed him All-American status in high
school and allowed him to escape the poor
neighborhoods of his hometown, Pensacola,
Fla. But at first he squandered that gift,
believing that pure skill would lead him
wherever he wanted to go in life.
This belief led him to focus more on basketball, not school.
“I didn’t work nearly as hard as I could
have,” Horne said. “I was too single-minded
in high school. Basketball was the only thing
that mattered, school didn’t.”
In high school, he averaged 28.1 points per
game during his senior season and he had his
pick of Division I schools throughout the
South, but Horne couldn’t muster the minimum score he needed on the SATs to qualify
to play at a Division I NCAA school.

He planned to redeem himself.
“I knew that I couldn’t waste what I had
been given,” Horne said. “I had a special talent, a special calling that many people go
through life without having.”
Realizing that his only means to succeed
was by applying himself in the classroom,
Horne enrolled at Pensacola Junior College
to get his life back on track, he said. At PJC,
Horne again excelled on the basketball court,
but his success in the classroom didn’t come
as quickly. Poor grades and questions about
his academic eligibility forced Horne to sit
out the 2001-02 season.
“It was a blessing in disguise,” Horne said.
“I got more mature because of it. I also got
to see how it felt not to be an athlete.
Nothing was spoon-fed to me. I worked hard
for everything I got and that made me appreciate it that much more.”
This wasn’t anything new for Horne,
though.
In a fatherless home, Horne grew up with
his two younger brothers, Anthony and
Keith, and his mother, Diane, who worked
three jobs to support her family.
“One of my biggest motivations is that one
day, I will be able to pay her back for everything she did for me,” Horne said.
And since Horne is the first member of his
family to go to college, he said he will someday be able to pay his mother back, but first
he must take advantage of what he has, not
worry about what he doesn’t have.
“I will make it happen,” Horne said.
Because of the determination and focus
that he learned through all his tribulations in
and out of the classroom, Horne said that he
is prepared for any curve balls that life will
offer.
However, he wasn’t always so sure of himself.
Basketball changed that in the summer
before his freshman year of high school,
when Horne was introduced to the game with
an invitation to attend current head coach Pat
Kennedy’s basketball camp at Florida State.
The cost of the camp was $125 — money
he didn’t have — but his brother, Anthony,
and his mother scrounged the money together and surprised Horne on the morning of the
camp opening.

“I thought basketball was kind of
soft at first,” Horne said.
At first, Horne was a football
fanatic, but once he discovered basketball, there was no turning back.
Horne went on to play varsity
basketball as a freshman. As a sophomore, he was named third-team
all-state. Then as a junior, Horne did
one better, being named to the second-team all-state in Florida. As a
senior, he concluded his high school
career as a first-team all-state and a
McDonald’s All-American.
After junior college, the big programs again came calling. Those
earlier encounters at FSU with Pat
Kennedy drew Horne to Missoula.
Kennedy’s positive nature is
another characteristic that Horne
said he admires, a characteristic that
he also sees in himself.
“I like how coach Kennedy has
big dreams,” Horne said. “I knew
that I could be the beginning of one
of those dreams as one of his first
recruits at Montana.”
Big dreams indeed.
Horne averaged 11.5 points per
game and grabbed five rebounds per
contest last season. His family and
his teammates said they believe
Horne has finally taken advantage
Mike Cohea/Montana Kaimin
of his gift.
Steve Horne goes up for a tough two points during a
Horne’s younger brother,
home loss for the Griz. Horne, originally from
Anthony, said his brother has proPensacola, Fla., has battled many off-court issues, but
vided a positive example for himself his determination has kept him on the court and has
and others in the community they
made him a solid foundation for the Griz to build on
have since tried to follow.
during a rough season.
“We all have very high expectaGriz, said UM assistant coach Rob Norris.
tions for Steve, and we are all very proud of
And that quiet firepower will lead Horne to
him,” Anthony said. “He has helped us stay
what he wants.
focused because we know that he is in col“It’s been proven that if you want somelege doing something positive with his life.”
thing
and you work hard and put in the
UM Grizzly forward Brent Cummings
hours, that you can get it,” Horne said.
agrees.
“That’s why I think that I will get what I
“Everyone on the team leads in different
ways,” Cummings said. “Steve isn’t a rah-rah want.”
This is Horne’s second chance. He won’t
guy, but he leads by example. He makes the
deny that.
big shots on offense and he offers good
And he’s doing his best to take advantage
advice when it’s needed.”
of it.
Horne provides quiet firepower for the
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Three vie for student regent position
by Natalie Storey
Among the candidates for student regent are three qualified University of Montana students. In the coming months, the
Montana Associated Students, an organization of student representatives, will decide who it thinks will best represent students
from a field of eight nominees from different universities in Montana. The representatives will then make their recommendation
to Gov. Judy Martz, who will appoint the new student regent. Current Student Regent Christian Hur’s term expires in June.

Brad Cederberg
Major: Business with a minor in political science,
sophomore
Political affiliation: Independent.
Most important issue facing the Board of Regents: The
cost of tuition. “I don’t think we can look to the Legislature
and the state right now to dramatically increase our funding,”
Cederberg said. “They have to do a better job, but we have to
look at other avenues like fostering relationships with companies and businesses outside the university system.”
Stance on MontPIRG fee: Opposed to the expansion of
the fee to other student
groups. “In principle, I
believe it is a good organization,” Cederberg said.
“But I don’t think that
group should have priority
over every other group. I
think it should be nobody
or everybody, and I don’t
think it’s feasible for
everyone to do it.”
Stance on admissions
standards: In favor of
enhancing some standards. “I think there is
room in some areas to
increase standards,” he
said. “There has to be
some way to separate stuCederberg
dents.”
Member of the current Board most admired: John
Mercer. “He has showed some great leadership, and he has
definitely been successful as far as getting things done,” he
said.
You probably wouldn’t be able to tell just by looking at
him that Brad Cederberg has a work ethic that is never
exhausted.
He has the toned arms of one who has performed much
manual labor in his life, but they are disguised under his neat
appearance. He might work at studying now, but he used to
work as a plumber and a roofer. When he lived in Alaska
over the summer, he would work 70 hours a week, typically
from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. laying shingles and fixing pipes.
He recalls one day when his uncle asked him to transport
99 bundles of shingles, 70 pounds a bundle, from a truck to a
roof. They had to rent the truck by the hour, so if Cederberg
could get it done in one hour, it would save some money. He
timed himself — it took 45 minutes, a feat he is proud of.
“I almost passed out,” he said. “But that mentality — I
think that shows that I can juggle many things at once.”
Cederberg is an inexhaustible worker, but he also has an
incurable intellectual curiosity, which he says will help him
out if he’s appointed as student regent.
“So much of this position is taking in huge amounts of
information,” he said. “Some of that stuff can get pretty dull,
but I think I have the drive to stick with it.”
Curiosity often leads Cederberg into many conversations.
He admits he talks a lot, but he thinks that will enable him to
take in different student opinions, an essential part of a student regent’s job.
“You are not there to do what you personally believe,”
Cederberg said. “You are there to represent the students.”
Despite his personal beliefs, Cederberg said he would
always vote the way students directed him to.
If elected, Cederberg would want to be an employee of the
students and hopes his fellow candidates would do so as well.
“I don’t think you should tow the party line in this position,” he said. “I hope that whoever is elected to the board
doesn’t do that for the sake of all other students.”

Jake Eaton
Major: Political science and communications, senior
Political affiliation: Republican, current chairman of
the College Republicans in Montana.
Most important issue facing the Board of Regents:
The cost of tuition. “If
you don’t deal with
that first, none of the
other issues matter,”
Eaton said. “I think
we need to hold universities accountable
for the money they are
spending, and I definitely do not think
that is what’s happening here.”
Stance on
MontPIRG fee:
Opposed to expanding
MontPIRG’s opt-in
fee process to other
groups and believes
there should be one
Eaton
system for every group.
“I think the way it is structured now is absolutely ludicrous,” Eaton said.
Stance on admissions standards: Opposes the
enhancement of admissions standards. “Everything has its
pros and cons, but I don’t see how it’s going to benefit
students.”
Member of the current Board most admired: No
comment.
Determination defines Jake Eaton.
It’s the character attribute he cited as his most useful
when asked what he will bring to the Montana Board of
Regents if he is selected to be the next student regent.
Eaton said he’s determined to be the student who gets the
nod from Gov. Judy Martz to sit on the board.
“If you have a goal, or if you have something you are
trying to accomplish and a sense of duty to meet those
responsibilities, you can’t let any obstacle get in your
way,” Eaton said.
Eaton is determined to be the next student regent
despite the nicks and scars he might incur along the way.
He is familiar with those.
Eaton, the current chairman of the Montana College
Republicans, has been reffing hockey games for about 10
years. Two years ago a hockey puck flew off the ice and
into his face, hitting him right below the lip. The veteran
hockey player and referee was determined to stay in the
game, but was eventually coaxed out of it, on account of
all the blood that was flowing from his wound.
He still has the scar today. For him, it’s a small white
reminder of what it means to be determined.
Being the student regent means a lot to Eaton, but most
of all, it means being a voice for all the students of the
Montana University System.
“The most important thing to remember, I think, is that
the number one responsibility of the student regent is to
represent the students and to do what is in the best interest
of the students.”
Eaton said he will resign his position as chairman of the
College Republicans if he’s appointed to the board. He
said he’s willing to listen to both Republicans and
Democrats if he becomes the student regent.
“I think it’s important to take everything into account
and to listen to all sides,” he said. “At the same time,
everybody has a set of core values, core principles that
they believe in, and I don’t think you can abandon those.”

Gale Price
Major: Economics and political science, junior
Political affiliation: Democrat, current vice president of
ASUM.
Most important issue facing the Board of Regents:
The cost of tuition. “We are really pricing students out,
and we are going to tank our economy by not providing
access to higher education,” Price said.
Stance on MontPIRG fee: Supports the expansion of
the opt-in fee process to other student groups.
Stance on admissions standards: Undecided. “One of
the things I’ve been really disappointed about with the
whole admissions-standards debate is the lack of solid
information coming out about the enhanced standards,”
Price said.
Member of the current Board most
admired: John Mercer,
Mark Semmens. “It’s the
way they interact,” Price
said. “A lot of times they
have opposing points of
view, but they are always
friends afterwards.” She
went on to say, “They are
so active in pursuing
what’s best for the university system.”
Gale Price spends a lot
of time listening, patiently.
Price
Whether at a 6-hour-long
ASUM meetings or at her desk, where she takes calls from
dozens of people a day, Price often seems to be listening
more than talking.
And that ability to listen patiently is what’s made her a
good swim instructor at the YMCA, where she’s been
working since she was 16. Price has spent many hours
coaxing children to dunk their heads under water. She
remembers one student she had to work with for a month
before the girl would put her head underwater.
“Eventually you recognize that everything will come in
time,” Price said. The girl quickly became one of Price’s
favorite students and is becoming a good swimmer.
Price’s success as a swim instructor and in other areas of
her life make her confident that she can be an impartial
and fair representative of students if elected to the Board
of Regents.
“You have to be balanced,” Price said. “You have to say,
‘Not for me, but what’s best for every student in the university system.’”
Representing student opinion is more important to Price
than her own opinion. The evidence of that principle is
strewn all around her ASUM office. Papers and folders
dealing with student issues are everywhere. It might seem
like a dismal system at first, but make no mistake — Price
does have an organizational system. A placard with bold
black letters tacked to her wall says, “What have you done
for students today?” It’s the highest posted placard on her
wall and it’s message is one of the foremost issues in her
mind.
“I have a vested interest in this,” she said. “I want my
kids and their kids to go to the University of Montana
someday.”
If that means humbling herself and asking a lot of questions as the student regent, Price said she’s prepared to
play that role.
“I think it is so much more important to make the right
decision, no matter how it makes you look — no matter
how many questions you have to ask,” she said.

Ten inches of powder? Killer hangover? Girlfriend wants to cuddle?
No excuse.

www.kaimin.org
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Unique artist brings dancehall to Missoula bar
Ira Sather-Olson
Kaimin Reporter

One of dancehall/reggae’s most
renowned artists took his unique name
from a horse that he bet on that continually lost races.
The artist, Eek-A-Mouse, will play a
show in Missoula at The Other Side bar
this Wednesday.
Eek-A-Mouse, born under the name
Ripton Hylton grew up in Trench Town
in Kingston, Jamaica. He started creating his own music in the late ’70s and
recorded his first album at 14, he said.
Hylton said he started singing in school
when he was about 6 years old.
He became well-known in the world
of dancehall, an offshoot of reggae, for
his hit song “Wah Do Dem” in 1980 as
well as the singles “Modelling Queen”
and “Virgin Girl.”
Hylton’s lyrics are known to show his
offbeat sense of humor as well as his
simultaneous singing and rapping style
which is known as “sing-jay.”
A sampling of his style can be found
on the lyrics section of his Web site for
the opening lyrics of the song “Wah Do
Dem,” in which he says in a thick
Jamaican accent “a wa do dem a wa do
dem dem dem/a me nuh know — a me
nuh know/ me seh me love her fi mi virgin girl/gung ho, me really love her so.”
“(It came about) when I was
freestyling,” he said about his style of

singing. “It just came naturally.”
This will be the first show put on by
Eastbone Entertainment, a production
company co-owned by former UM student Andy Eastman.
Eastman thought there hadn’t been a
good reggae show in Missoula for a
while and found out that Eek-A-Mouse
was going to be passing through
Missoula, he said. Eastman said he then
decided to contact the performer’s booking agency and the show became a reality.
Eastman thinks Missoulians should be
receptive to the show. He said he based
booking Eek-A-Mouse on other reggae
groups that have come to Missoula such
as the reggae band Culture, which
played a few months ago.
“For one, his uniqueness is his helium-like, high-pitched voice,” Eastman
said. “(Also) his sing-jaying, rapping
and emceeing. He sings, but they are
(lyrical) flows.”
Hylton said he will be backed up by a
five-piece band consisting of Freddy
(guitars), Mark (Bass), I Lox (keyboards), Kennedy (keyboards) as well as
Scorpio (drums). Hylton did not mention the band member’s last names to
the Kaimin.
Eek-A-Mouse has a new album coming out this March titled “Mouse Gone
Wild.” He said the production is more
contemporary and the lyrics are crazier
and more offbeat than his previous

efforts.
“So far so good,” Eek-A-Mouse said
as to how his tour was going. “(It’s
been) snowy, I like it, though. It’s beautiful.”
Eek-A-Mouse has pioneered the
sound of dancehall to a certain extent,
Eastman said, even though the artist didn’t have the intention of being dubbed a
dancehall/reggae artist.
Eastman said he pushed hard to make
the show open to students 18 and over.
He also said he hopes people will get
out to see the show because Missoula
has had a dry spell for reggae in the past
few months.
Audiences new to an Eek-A-Mouse
show should expect to be surprised and
energized, Hylton said.
“(You can expect) The Mouse to be
mousin’ around and lookin’ for cheese I
reckon,” said the artist with a laugh.
The show will kick off at 10 p.m.
with opening punk/reggae act the
Expendables from California. Doors
open at 8 p.m.
The show is 18 and over and is $15.
Tickets are available at Rockin’ Rudy’s,
Ear Candy Music, Worden’s, Rainbow’s
End or online at
www.inhousetickets.com
The Other Side is located on the 1100
block of Strand on the corner of Strand
and Regent. It can be found by taking a
right on Strand or Kensington Avenue
from Brooks Street.

Expect Eek-A-Mouse to “be mousin’ around and lookin’ for
cheese,” Wednesday at The Other Side bar. Don’t expect Eek-AMouse to sit up on stage staring at you with a crooked hat while
doing the butterfly stretch.

Foreseer predicts end of Uncle’s gimmick columns
Good, good. You’re here right on
time. Right on cue, just as I had
expected. You’ll notice that I had
much, much earlier predicted that you
would be here at this precise
moment* (see end note).
They call me Vorbek the Foreseer.
Any and all things that are to occur in
the future I already know everything
about. It kinda takes all of the piss out
of life. For instance, I already know
that the Patriots are going to win the
Super Bowl this year (unless I’m just
messing with you and the Panthers
are going to take it all). I already
know that George W. Bush will be reelected president (unless I’m just
pulling your leg and Al Sharpton pulls
out the electoral college). And I
already know that Paris Hilton is a
man (the general public won’t find
out until 2006).
Call it foresight. Call it prescience.
Call it premonition, divination or
prophesy. Allow me to demonstrate
my abilities again**.
Or call it foremonition, divophesy,
or proscience. Hell, call it corn swallowing or donkey basketball if you
must. Just don’t call me late for dinner! Hah! Heh, heh, heh, heh. I knew
you’d like that one.
But I didn’t come here to make
jokes. Oh how I wish I could. I wish I
could “pal around” or “shoot some
hoopies,” (I think is the term) with a
group of young male roustabouts. And
I often dream of meeting a compatible
female and building a shed for her in
the mountains, but I both prophetize
and know that I never will. I’m afraid
I don’t make or keep many friends
when folks realize that I can predict
the future with startling accuracy.
So you see, it’s a tough life. I’m a
gravely serious man and rest assured
that I come to speak to you about a
subject of great consequence and
weight. It’s a matter of life or death.
I’ll get to that momentarily, but first
more background. They used to call

anyway. I DON’T EVEN WANT
YOUR DAMNED MONEY ... I
DIDN’T MEAN THAT! LISTEN, IF
YOU CHANGE YOUR MIND, I’LL
BE ON THE BENCH IN FRONT OF
THE COURTHOUSE TRYING TO
TALK TO THESE OLD RACING
FORMS! I ACCEPT DONATIONS
IN MONETARY OR POPSICLE
FORM! I KNOW YOU’LL BE
BACK! I HAVE FORESEEN IT.

turned over the page or you are
adept at reading upside-down print.
How did I do that?
** I am sensing that you like to
eat food.

by: Vorbek
The Foreseer

minute, should it be “had foreseen?”
Foresaw? Foresooth? Oh, who cares).
I have sensed that you are worried
about The Uncle. You have reason to
be. Troggles are vicious beasts, or so
they say. But don’t worry, Uncle Luke
will be back next week. I have foreseen it. Oh, he’ll be back, but he
won’t be the same. You can’t go toe
to toe with unbounded, incomprehensible evil and expect to come back
unchanged. Uncle Luke will be back
with some good columns this semester, but they’ll all be serious works.
His silly, pointless columns are over,
I’m afraid. Gone are the days that The
Uncle would write a stupid column
from the perspective of a made-up
character. No, the Uncle Luke that
you knew and loved is dead. You
won’t even be able to call him Uncle
Luke any more.
This new Luke will be more effectual, more compelling. You may think
of this new Luke as a brother to your
mother or father and refer to this new
Luke as: Uncle Luke. But look at me,
droning on and on. I have sensed that
you want me to get straight to the
point.
First allow me to wet your whistle
with some interesting gossip that only
I am privy to: in the coming months
Hope will get pregnant on “Days of
Our Lives,” and J. Lo. and Ben will
be at it again.
Now for the big news: Vorbek has
neglected to make his mortgage payments and has also not been taking
his medication for the past few
months. I now find myself homeless,
starving and without prospects, save
my predictions. I don’t know if you
noticed this while you were lying in
your cozy bed or taking a steaming
hot shower or anything, but it’s fucking cold outside. I’m not shitting
around. Now break out your wallet or
cut me a check. Sorry, sorry.
I came off a little too strong there, I
know. It’s just this cold weather man,
it’s messing with my head. Vorbek’s
fine now. Vorbek’s calming down.
Don’t be afraid. Please? Please find it
in your heart to help out old Vorbek.
Old Vorbsey. Oh, man. What are you
doing? Please come back ... So that’s
it then? Well screw you. You’re ugly

* Although I have never met you,
I accurately predicted back on Aug.
18, 1986, that at this moment you
would be reading my guest column
in the Montana Kaimin. I am well
aware that there’s no logical way
that I could have known such
things. But logic has little to do with
the powerful gift from the Almighty
that I have been given. Do not be
afraid. Vorbek will not hurt you,
although some of the information
that I have for you will shake you to
your very core. Like this: Currently
you are reading upsid- down type in
the Kaimin and you have either

Guest
Column

me Vorbek The Great against my will
until I forbade it. “What’s so great
about seeing the future?” I asked
them. For instance (I explained) I foresee that next month I will impress
Hollywood’s Teri Hatcher so much
with my psychic abilities that she will
consent to make love to me. This
should be great right? We’re talking
about Teri effing Hatcher for God’s
sake! I’ve had a crush on her ever
since she played Lois on TV’s “Lois
and Clark.” This should be amazing,
right? But no. You see I also know
that when I do make love to Teri in a
few weeks, I will — how to put this?
— “not be much of a superman” or
“not do a very good commercial with
Howie Long for Radioshack” or
“blow it too early” if you prefer the
Queen’s English. I will plead for her
to stay, but she will leave me alone on
my mattress and slam the door to my
’89 Dodge Caravan. I will be left crying. It will break Vorbek’s heart for
quite a while. And there’s nothing I
can do to avoid it.
But surely, you say, with my ability
to see into the future I should be able
to make a fortune at the stock market
and live the rest of my days in comfort. Did you forget who you are talking to? I know that I could play the
stock market, but I also know that if I
do I would just end up wasting all of
my earnings on Popsicles. Every last
cent. Don’t believe me? Well, I don’t
care because I have foreseen it. I
know it to be true. Underestimate
Vorbek’s psychic abilities if you must,
but never, ever underestimate
Vorbek’s love for Popsicles.
Speaking of Popsicles, I have this
opportunity to speak to you today
because your Uncle Luke is off somewhere in eastern Mozambique, apparently in hot pursuit of a rare but deadly troggle. The Uncle got tipped off
about a troggle sighting and had to
split for Africa directly to get his
hunting expedition going, leaving a
gaping hole in the Kaimin where his
column would be. Lucky for the folks
at the Kaimin that I came by “purely
by chance” and dropped off this column that I had ready. (Of course you
and I know that I had foreseen the
whole thing coming up. Wait a
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Fees
Continued from Page 1

the chances are not high.”
The athletic fee has proven to be
the more controversial of the two
proposals among ASUM leaders.
“I have a problem when athletics
keeps getting more money and
keeps asking and asking, and academics gets the door closed on
them,” Business Manager Averiel
Wolff said.
Last summer, ASUM fought for
student seats in the newly expanded Washington-Grizzly Stadium.
While they gained 300 seats, guest
passes went up from $5 to $10,
Wolff said.
“Did we really win in the end?”
she asked. “Did athletics really
negotiate? Now they’re asking students to foot the bill for athletics.”
Vice President Gale Price wants
to hear from students before she
takes a final stance on increased
fees, but she doubts the athletic fee
increase is justified, she said.
“I don’t know that we need to
increase the scholarships for the
student athletes on the backs of
other students,” she said.
Wolff suggested the money
should come from donors, who
have given substantial support to
athletics in the past, she said.
But Duringer said students are
the only realistic source of the
money for the fee, one that is half
as much as the athletic fee at
Montana State University in
Bozeman.
In the last 10 years, tuition has
gone up 82 percent, Duringer said.
Student athlete scholarships are in

the form of tuition waivers, provided by money from the
University and from donors.
While the University has kept
pace with the inflation through fee
increases, the endowment of
money from donors hasn’t, and as
a result, the purchase power is
diminishing, Duringer said.
A fee increase would supplement the money the endowment
fund needs for tuition waivers.
Despite the criticism of the athletic-fee proposal, Price and Wolff
are open to the possibility of a
building fee, they said.
Deferred maintenance has been
an issue in recent months and university buildings are in constant
need of renovation or reconstruction, Wolff said.
“Those are costs they have to
incur in order to be competitive ...
and it’s a safety and health issue as
well,” she said.
Price was concerned with the
potential fee increase amount.
“(Duringer) wants to double that
fee in one year,” Price said.
“That’s kind of scary for us,
because it looks like it’s not very
much, but when you multiply it by
12 credits ... that’s when you go,
‘ooh, ouch.’”
But the constant repair and construction of buildings demands
funds, and the proposal at hand is
“the sensible approach,” Dennison
said.
“We’ve got to get money from
somewhere, and there really isn’t
any other money,” he said.
The administration and ASUM
plan to host a public forum regarding the increases, and Flint and
Duringer will meet today to dis-

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

PERSONALS
You are not alone. Support group for women who’ve
experienced rape, sexual assault or relationship violence. Call Student Assault Resource Center (SARC)
at CHC, 243-6559.
Got results? For free, anonymous STD/HIV Counseling
& HIV Testing . . . Call 243-2122.

HELP WANTED
WANTED
Nursery workers needed Tuesday afternoons 12:00
until 3:00 at First Presbyterian Church 235 South Fifth
West. (walking distance from the University). Please
call Carrie at 549-5144.
YMCA Aquatics PT winter positions. AM(8am -1pm)
PM(early afternoon) shifts, all ages teaching & guarding. Certs required, Must be team player. Pick-up
application at 3000 Russell. No phone calls. Closes
2/6/04.

cuss the details further.
Should the students approve the
fee increases, they will go before
the Board of Regents in May.

J-school
Continued from Page 1

building and small rooms in a
house at 730 Eddy St., are
cramped and hard to work in.
“I couldn’t be happier about
getting out of this little house,
which for all intensive purposes is
a fire trap,” he said.
Keagan Harsha, a senior in
broadcast and KBGA’s news
director, said he agrees with
Knowles. He also said he feels the
separation between departments
makes broadcast students feel isolated. As freshmen, they get to
know students who go into the
print and photo departments and
then seldom see them again, he
said.
“There are, like, unspoken divisions between print and broadcast,” Harsha said. “Right now,
it’s like we’re two separate
majors.”
UM President George Dennison
said the new building, which will
include expanded computer and
technology capacity, will enhance
the studies of those in all journalism departments.
“What we want is a state-ofthe-art facility for the number of
journalism majors that we have,”
Dennison said.
Dennison also said he sees the
departments collaborating more as
a result of coming back together.
“I think the synergy is going to

k iosk
Knowledgeable computer tech that enjoys playing
video games, to work with autistic person who enjoys
same. Afternoons, two times a week, $8.00 per hour.
We are within walking distance to the campus.
Please call afternoon or evenings for interview, 5430003
GREAT OPPORTUNITY- Looking for a reliable individual
to work approx 3-4 hours Monday - Friday in my home.
Can be flexible with schedule. Duties include: some
cooking and cleaning. Must have excellent cleaning
skills and a reliable vehicle. Starting pay $8.00/hr.
Please call Marsha @ 728-1212
Work study position @ children’s shelter. Shifts available Monday - Sunday are 9pm - midnight, midnight 6:30am, 6:30am - 8am, or a combination of the three.
Call Teresa @ 549-0058.

Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation (RMEF) The RMEF, a
non-profit conservation organization, is recruiting for
unpaid Writing Intern for this semester. Responsible
for editing/writing for Bugle Magazine & Wapiti
Newsletter. Candidates should be a junior or senior
in journalism, creative writing or English -w/ preferably a background in wildlife biology. Approximately
5-10 hours per week. This is an unpaid internship. To
apply submit resume, cover letter, & three writing
samples. Send application materials for either position to bbennett@rmef.org or RMEF,2291 W Broadway,
Missoula, MT 59808, ATTN. B. Bennett

SERVICES
SERVICES
Professional Proofreading/Editing, $1.00/page 5420837.
Spring Break in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, from
$37/person/night. World class resort on the ocean,
walk to the hottest clubs. Call for details and resort
website. 546-5870 or 546-5874

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

Montana Kaimin
be very important,” he said.
As for the current building, it’s
likely it will continue to be used
in one way or another, Dennison
said. Classes from other departments may be taught in it, he said.
The Board of Regents decided
to name the new building after
Don Anderson, who negotiated
the 1959 sale of five major
Montana daily newspapers from
the Anaconda Co. to Lee
Newspapers Inc.
The board’s decision inspired
controversy from some in the state
who said they felt Anderson was a
poor choice because of his affiliation with media giant Lee
Newspapers.
Knowles, however, said
Anderson helped usher in a new
era of accountability for newspapers long dominated by proAnaconda editorial policies.
“There are some people in this
state who don’t like Lee,”
Knowles said. “The regents I
know, I assured them personally
that this was a great idea for a
name.”

Public Safety
Continued from Page 1

Technology East and West campuses, President Dennison’s house
and MonTEC. They also are
responsible for all streets and sidewalks bordering each of the properties.
Lemcke said Public Safety’s
concern stems from an incident in
which two bicycle officers were
riding from campus to University
housing. One was almost hit by a
driver who ran a stop sign.
“Yet they were outside of their
jurisdiction so they couldn’t make
the arrest,” he said.
Lemcke said the new agreement
will still limit Public Safety
because the officers have to prove
there was an imminent threat when
they make an arrest.
He said the change is welcome
because Public Safety understands
that the UM community extends
off campus, and wants Public
Safety to better serve the community.

www.kaimin.org
All the archival
goodness a Kaimin
groupie could ever
want.

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTOMOTIVE

COMPUTERS

00 Ford Focus 4 DR/AC 27K New TIRES MINT 6,495
543-4236

Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

FOR RENT
WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
CLOSE TO UNIVERSITY 2-Bedroom spacious main floor
apt. Located 4 blocks from UM, Large fenced backyard. Looking for quiet, non smoking renters $550
rent per month. CALL 721-9222
Nice, furnished basement apartment. No cooking
facilities- landlady will share kitchen and laundry
facilities. Female preferred. Some rent may be
exchanged for caregiving. Available now. If interested, call 728-8244

EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day Potential
Local positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 417

NEED ONE MORE CREDIT?
How about an HHP Activity Class? These one-credit
classes are graded P or NP. Sweat-free classes
include: Billiards and Table Tennis classes in the UC
GAME ROOM. Many class times available! Work up a
sweat with:
Racquetball, Volleyball, Soccer,
Beginning Fitness and more. Check out all of the HHP
Activity Classes (HHP101-179) on Cyberbear! For
questions call Adrienne Corti 243-4255.

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org
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